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Work Package 2 – Joint Curricula Design

Overall objective

- Develop programmes/joint cross-disciplinary tracks and curricula to address global health challenges under a variety of perspectives and expertise.

- Export EUGLOH education projects beyond Alliance frontiers
Work Package 2 – Joint Curricula Design

Specific objectives

- Offer cross-disciplinary curricula and joint programmes
- Develop methods, teams and tool kits to implement the programmes
- Secure sustainable funding
- Communicate opportunities
- Monitor achievements and impact
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**Mobility**
- 50% mobility (including virtual exchange)
- An online handbook of courses. Easy access for students to see what they can study at other EUGLOH universities as exchange students
- Short mobility programmes, intensive training
- Traditional mobility (funded mainly by Erasmus KA1)
- Virtual exchange, web-based courses on interculturality, language courses etc

*For students, PhD students, staff (teachers, administrative)*

**Multiple Degree Curricula – Joint Programmes**
- Create minors related to transversal topics, livestreamed to other students (virtual classrooms). Example courses: data science, bioethics, statistics, etc
- Create joint programmes – four new JP's

**Lifelong Learning**
- Need analysis – what do professionals need?
- Designing individual training
- Develop short term programmes (schools), co-operative programs based on needs
- Organise fairs with companies for networking opportunities
- Develop processes to offer internships to lifelong learning candidates

**Innovative Pedagogy – educational development**
- Benchmark of the teaching practices used at EUGLOH partner universities and other HEIs in the world
- Undertake a process of self-assessment of the teachers' practices and evaluate training needs for teachers
- Implement a recognition system for outstanding pedagogic contributions
- Organise staff weeks, annual pedagogical conferences
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Also...

- Apply for other EU funds for example Erasmus Mundus Joint Master Degree (EMJMD) and Erasmus+ Key Action 1, Strategic partnerships

- Project outreach – dissemination of outcomes, communication, annual report
WP2 – Deliverables

First year
- Handbook of courses
- Some transversal tracks
- 5 schools of intensive training
- Some EU-applications
- Course on multiculturalism
- Lifelong training need analysis

Second year
- Launch of 4 joint programmes
- At least 5 transversal tracks
- 5 more schools of intensive training
- More EU-applications
- Minors
WP2 – Who needs to be involved?

Project organisation: representatives from LMU, LU, UPSaclay, USZ and UP, students and stakeholders

For activities:
- Teacher / researchers
- Educational developers
- Lifelong learning managers
- Erasmus Institutional coordinators
- Student mobility officers
- Admission managers
- Degree managers/Joint programme experts
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